Time Savings
We know your time is valuable. Arrive at the private terminal 15 minutes before departure and walk steps to your plane.

Reliability
Avoid congested airports. With our concierge and customer service teams, experience fewer delays and more on-time arrivals.

Value
Enjoy the convenience, comfort and speed of private flight including changeable tickets and free parking, food, snacks and luggage.

Say Goodbye to the Wait
We conduct TSA-compliant background checks in advance, allowing you to bypass standard TSA screening. Avoid the congested airports, which means less traffic, faster take-offs and more on-time arrivals.

Flight Experience
Leather seats, executive configuration and a direct line of sight to your two pilots. Plus local snacks + drinks and Fly Louie concierge at the private terminal to satisfy your travel needs.
Where We Can Take You

Our growing number of routes includes year round service between Pittsburgh & New York and summer service between New York & Nantucket. We also arrange ad hoc and regularly scheduled charter for corporate and individual clients to and from any domestic destination.

Safety

TSA background checks on every passenger and FAA-compliant operators with Argus Gold safety rating to ensure a safe flying experience.

What people are saying about us

Passengers
“Such a great trip! Everything was terrific from the pilots [to] the quality of the plane... Really made this whole endeavor worthwhile. Really appreciate the personal attention.”

The Press
“Bypass the inconveniences of commercial planes - long lines, delays, rigid schedules without spending thousands chartering a full private flight.”

- Westchester Business Journal, January 13, 2018

Flexibility

Full Plane Charter - Fly Louie finds the plane of your choice on the routing you need

Shared Charter - Commit to a fixed number of seats and Fly Louie markets the rest

Bundles - We can wrap in car service for full door to door convenience

Corporate Rates - volume discounts

“79 percent of all business travelers, and 88 percent of millennial business travelers, said their job-related travel experience affected their overall job satisfaction... Direct nonstop travel, minimizing total trip time, is as important as any perk.”

- “More Than Cutting Costs: Travel Managers Now Consider Employee Comfort.” The New York Times. August 6, 2018

833-fly-louie / hello@flylouie.com / flylouie.com / @flylouieco

Fly Louie does not own or operate any aircraft. All flights are performed by FAA-licensed and DOT-registered air carriers. Fly Louie offers private charters, for which Fly Louie acts solely as your agent in arranging the flight, and Public Charters, for which Fly Louie acts as principal in buying and reselling the air transportation. Seats made available under the Public Charter Program are subject to Fly Louie’s Public Charter Participant Agreement. The private charter and other traditional brokered flights are subject to Fly Louie’s Air Charter Brokerage Agreement.